ASGroup - our partner companies

Alongside the national federations which together constitute BusinessEurope, the Corporate Advisory and Support Group offers particular services to a selection of companies in all sectors of activity. These companies enjoy an important status within BusinessEurope.

74 members (December 2017)

- ACCENTURE
- LHOIST
- ADAM OPEL AG
- LUKOIL
- ADECCO GROUP
- METSÄ GROUP
- ALCOA
- MICHELIN
- ARCELORMITTAL
- MICROSOFT
- ARCONIC
- MSD (EUROPE) Inc.
- BASF
- MYTILINEOS
- BAYER
- NBC UNIVERSAL
BMW
NOVARTIS
BOSCH
OMV
BP Europe
ORACLE
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO
PFIZER
CATERPILLAR
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL
DAIMLER
PHILIPS
DIAGEO
PROCTER & GAMBLE
DOW CHEMICAL
RANDSTAD
DUPONT DE NEMOURS
RELX GROUP
EDF
RENAULT-NISSAN
ENEL
REPSOL
ENGIE
ENGIE
SAFRAN
ENI
- SAMSUNG
- EXXONMOBIL
- SHELL
- FACEBOOK
- SIEMENS
- FORD
- SOLVAY
- GE
- STATOIL
- GOOGLE
- TCS (Tata Consulting Service)
- HEINEKEN
- TE Connectivity
- HENKEL
- TELECOM ITALIA
- HITACHI
- TELEFONICA
- HUAWEI Technologies
- THERMO FISHER
- HYDRO
- TOSHIBA
- HYUNDAI Motor Company
- TOTAL
- IBM
- UBER
- INTEL CORPORATION
What can the group offer your company?

An influence on the European decision-making process

- Membership in all BusinessEurope working groups (around sixty), which determine BusinessEurope positions
- Through these working groups, influence on BusinessEurope positions which strongly effects EU policy-making
- High-level contacts with the EU institutions (Commissioners, Cabinets, MEPs, Ministers)
- Direct contacts with BusinessEurope huge network of member federations
- Participation in four high-level meetings a year, with guests such as Commissioners, Presidents of EP political groups, Ministers
- Days or other events organised by the European business community: sponsorship at a reduced fee or free of charge, possibility to propose speakers

Expert information and advice

- Direct and personal contacts with BusinessEurope experts on European issues in priority areas:
  - implement the reforms for growth and jobs
  - unleash the single market
  - govern the EU efficiently
  - fight national protectionism
  - expand EU external trade
  - reform European social systems to make them sustainable

- Accurate and up-to-date information
Subscription to the weekly newsletter BusinessEurope Headlines and other information tools

For further information, please contact:

Alexandre Affre
ASGroup Manager
Tel: +32 2 237 65 39
a.affre@businesseurope.eu
View more info

Leon de Graaf
ASGroup Deputy Manager
Tel: +32 2 790 27 00
l.degraaf@businesseurope.eu
View more info
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